Calculating prescription doses for new sources by biologically effective dose matching.
In current clinical practice, single isotopes, such as (125)I or (103)Pd, are used as single sources in prostate seed implants. A mixture of two radionuclides in the seeds has been proposed for prostate cancer treatment. This study investigates a method for determining the prescription dose for these new seeds using the biological effective dose (BED). Ten prostate cancer cases previously treated using single radionuclide seeds were selected for this study. The BED distribution for these cases was calculated. Plans using other radionuclides were then calculated based on this BED distribution. Prescription values could then be obtained for the calculated plans. The method was verified by calculating the prescription dose for (103)Pd and (125)I and comparing to clinical values. The method was then applied to a hybrid seed that consisted of a mixture of (125)I and (103)Pd radionuclides, which deliver equal dose to 1cm from the source in water (50/50D@1 cm). A prescription BED value was also calculated. A prescription BED of 110 Gy was found to correlate to a prescription dose of 145, 120, and 137 Gy for (125)I, (103)Pd, and 50/50D@1 cm hybrid seeds, respectively. The method introduced in this article allows one to calculate the prescription dose for new and novel sources in brachytherapy. The method was verified by calculating a prescription dose for (125)I and (103)Pd radionuclides that coincides with values used clinically.